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UHE NEUTRINOS

In the EeV range, neutrinos are expected to be produced :
- in the same sources where UHECRs are thought to be accelerated
- during the propagation of UHECRs through the CMB (if the 
UHECRs above the spectrum cut-off contain a significant fraction of 
protons)

Neutrinos propagate in straight line over cosmological distances 
(point back to the source (or GZK interaction point... ))

The Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to UHE neutrinos through 
horizontal air showers in the EeV energy range
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THE PIERRE AUGER OBSERVATORY

A hybrid detector:

Surface Detector Array of 1600 
water tanks sampling the lateral 

profile of the Extensive Air Showers

Air Fluorescence Detector of 4 
Telescopes sampling the longitudinal 

profile of the EAS

-

This allows cross-calibration to be 
performed on set of showers 

detected at the same time by both 
detectors
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THE AUGER OBSERVATORY: SURFACE DETECTOR

4S. Navas (U. Granada), !"#$%&'( 4
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NEUTRINO-INDUCED SHOWERS
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Expected  neutrino  signatures  in  AUGER

Sensitivity to ALL flavours

Sensitive to ALL interaction channels (CC & NC)

Large solid angle (60o 90o)

Dilute mass target (air) 

!"#$%&'#(%')&%*+,-(%#.

travels long distances in the Earth

without losing too much E before decay

Sensitivity to CC channel

Small solid angle (few degrees)

Dense mass target (Earth crust) 

!/0-,1&.2(33(%')&,0+&%*+,-(%#.
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e.m. component at ground

h
30 atm

Hadronic showers: !#-"()

muons dominate at ground

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 11

simulation chains

 atmospheric showers (induced by all flavours CC+NC interactions)

 - first interaction: HERWIG

 - shower development: AIRES 2.8.0 + QGSjetII.03 (with thinning)
 - for double bang (!" CC induced showers) tau decay: Tauola

 - regenerating (“unthinning”) ground particles + Cherenkov tank response

parameters of simulations:

energy: E = 1016 eV – 1020 eV.
zenith angle: # = 75, 80, 83, 87, 88 and 89 deg (bins in sec(#))

depth of 1st interaction: Xinj = 0 – 8000 g cm-2 (slanted from ground)

Similar handling of  “earth skimming” mechanism (# = 90 to 95 deg)

including a chain of NC+CC interactions in earth and energy loss of " lepton
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ATMOSPHERIC SHOWER DEVELOPMENT

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 6

electromagnetic cascade + muons (from hadronic cascade)

evolution of shower front shape:

- curved and thick when “young”

- flatter and thin when “old”

“artistic” simulation

(exaggeration of

transverse expansion)

1 atm 3 atm2 atm

atmospheric  shower development

«Artistic» simulation, with exaggerated 
transverse expansion

Evolution of the shower front shape:
curved and thick when young

flatter and thin when old 
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DOWN-GOING NEUTRINO FEATURES

6!"#$%&%'#()"#*+%,%-%./#0123'456

Down-going  neutrino  features

!"#$%& !"#$%&'"()*+
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Due to the low neutrino cross-section:

large amount of matter for interaction only inclined neutrinos are likely to induce EAS close to ground

Interact deep in the atmosphere         look for young showers high e.m. component in early stations
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Signal (VEM)

time (ns)

time (ns)

Signal (VEM)

Distinguishable signature :
inclined shower showing a young behaviour mainly 

in the early part of the shower
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EARTH-SKIMMING TAU-NEUTRINO FEATURES
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Earth-skimming  tau-neutrino  features

!"#$%&'()

%*+,-./0,123,4.5*/-0,671/62.0/5/-284292:54./7*7:.1,+5847.2:/:,4.74.

hmax

hdecay
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Phys. Rev. D79 (2009) 102001 !"#$#%&'(&%)*&+#,,-.*&,/-0&',&-/%12)#3)&*(*134&%2-&(*-%1#('.&5#%)&%)*&.-1,26*&+*%*6%'1&',&%)*&7#*11*&8-3*1&9:.*1;2%'14<

Distinguishable signature :
almost horizontal and young shower
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STRATEGY TO OBTAIN FLUXES/UPPER LIMITS

Simulated neutrino showers Real data (training sample)

Tune selection criteria: 
Here, reduce background to ~0

Compute efficiencies Search for neutrino 
candidates (further data)

exposure*cross section
fluxes or upper limits
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NEUTRINO SIMULATION CHAINS

10!"#$%&%'#()"#*+%,%-%./#0123'456

Neutrino  simulation  technical  details

! First interaction: HERWIG

! Tau decay: TAUOLA

! Shower development: AIRES 2.8.0 + QGSjetII.03

! Detector simulation: AUGER Offline

! All flavours ( e , , ) and channels (NC & CC):

Tauola

Herwig

Parameters of simulations:

7 Energy: E = 1016 eV 8 1020 eV

7 Zenith:  down-going = 75o 8 89o (6 bins in sec( ))

7 Depth of 1st interaction: Xinj = 0 8 8000 g cm-2 (slanted from ground)

150.000 showers 200.000 showers 150.000 showers

EARTH 
SKIMMING :

DOWN-GOING
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DOWN-GOING SELECTION CUTS

11

Down-going selection  cuts

Inclined selection

! rec > 75o

! <signal speed>  < 0.313

! <signal speed> relative error < 0.08

! L/W > 3

Quality cuts

!"#$%&'()

analysis

" First 4 AoP

" First 4 (AoP)2

" Product of the first 4 AoP

" <Early AoP> <Late AoP>

*+),#--&./&'0)1234)21)567689:

Small 4 to 6 stations

Medium 7 to 11 stations

Large 12 or more stations

3 

classes

Area over Peak (AoP) in first T2 tank

showers

Training data Jan04 ! Oct07

Large

MediumSmall

(Area over Peak)

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 20

down-going ! candidates
1. first selection of inclined events

• 4 or more triggered stations

• mean speed < 0.313 m/ns  and rms/mean < 0.08

• "rec > 75 deg (if aligned stations: assume line direction for #)

• Length/Width > 3

• |#ellipse- #rec| < 10 deg

Then: search for broad signals at least in the first stations (early

part of the shower development)

! see next slide

Note: more severe selection needed in the range (75,90) than in

(90,95) for up-going ones (more phase space for background)

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 11

simulation chains

 atmospheric showers (induced by all flavours CC+NC interactions)
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FISHER CUT

Fisher distribution for the Medium class (6< #stations <12)

Data
MC 

neutrinos

13!"#$%&%'#()"#*+%,%-%./#0123'456

Fisher cut

pred. real

37 34.7 31

47 9.4 10

57 2.6 3

67 0.7 0

8##9'%:;<##=>?#2,#?@;#Fisher value is fixed as follows:
i. Fit the Data tail to a straight line in order to extrapolate the behaviour of the Fisher distribution

(as a cross-check: predict #of events expected by the extrapolation and compare with observed ones)

ii. Re-scale up the extrapolated Data tail to 20 years of AUGER data taking

iii. Cut on Fisher value such that the expected background is < 1 event / 20 years of AUGER data

Very good separation 
between the wo event 

categories

Selection done on the 
basis of a single cut on the 

Fisher value

i/ Fit the data with an exponential to extrapolate the behaviour of the Fisher distribution
ii/ Rescale up the extrapolated data tail to 20 years of Auger data taking
iii/ Choose the cut such that the expected background is <1 event per 20 years

Choosing the cut :
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EARTH-SKIMMING SELECTION CUTS

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 19

!" candidate selection
discriminating variables

cuts:     L/W > 5      0.29 < av. Speed < 0.31        r.m.s. < 0.08

amongst “young” showers (ToT trigger + large AOPs):

search for long shaped configurations, compatible with a front

moving horizontally at speed c

Amongst young showers, search for long shaped 
configurations compatible with a front moving 

horizontally at speed of light 
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SELECTION EFFICIENCIES

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 16

trigger efficiency

example: fraction of quasi-horizontal decaying ! (excluding µ""

channel) giving a trigger, as function of altitude

E" = 0.1 EeV E" = 1 EeV

E" = 10 EeV
E" = 100 EeV

1 km 2 km

effective

detection

volume:

slice (0,hmax)

Similar results for down-going showers, with effective slice (hmin, hmax)

14

Down-going selection efficiency
Fraction of neutrino-induced showers triggering the SD and passing the identification criteria (quality, Fisher!"

ground

(neutrino interaction point)

top 

atmosphere

Less background, 

better efficiency

E = 1 EeV

#$%&'(')%*+$%,-'.'/'"0%1234)567

DOWN-GOING

EARTH 
SKIMMING :

14
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APERTURE CALCULATION

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 24

real array aperture calculation
(effective array depending on time)

“moving footprint” method:

throw simulated showers at

random positions on real

array configurations per

slices of 3 days

not triggering

triggering

not triggering

triggering

«moving footprint» 
method: throw 

simulated showers at 
random on real array 

configurations
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MAIN SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 25

main systematic errors

• cross section of neutrinos (Cooper-Sarkar, Sarkar 08)      ~ 10 %

• simulations (hadronic model, thinning, software)   ~ 20 %

• topography (Andes  mountains, Pacific Ocean)     ~ 15 %

     (accounted for; fully reliable simulation in progress)

                    specific to up-going !"
• energy loss of " in earth        -dE/dx = a + b.E     +25% -10%

  - bremsstrahlung + pair production : well defined

   - deep inelastic scattering in photonuclear processes:

         depends on structure functions to be extrapolated in (x,Q2)

• " polarization (« visible » fraction of decay products)   +17% -10%

16
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FLUX LIMITS

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 26

Auger upper bounds
(assuming equal proportions of flavours)

AUGER limits “down” nov07-feb09 “up” jan04-feb09

K [GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1] 3.2 x 10-7 4.7 x 10-8

 differential

 integrated (assuming a

spectrum in 1/E2)

no

candidate

found

differential sensitivity

integrated limits 
(assuming a 

spectrum in 1/E^2)

NO candidate found
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Figure 14: Integrated limit (90% C.L.) from the Pierre Auger Observatory for a di!use
flux of down-going ! in the period 1 Nov 2007 - 31 May 2010. Di!erent theoretical fluxes
are shown[61].

8.2. Models predictions533

There is a wide variety of models predicting fluxes of neutrinos with534

energies of around 1EeV. They are usually separated into three groups: cos-535

mogenic neutrinos, neutrinos produced in accelarating sources and neutrinos536

from exotic models. Within these groups several parameters with unknown537

value can change the shape and strength of the flux. Fig 14 shows the inte-538

grated limit compared to some of the current theoretical models and Table 4539

gives the event rates when folding these fluxes with the exposure.540

Cosmogenic neutrinos are the most reliable source of neutrinos. However541

current theoretical fluxes predictions seems to be out of reach for this work542

alone and would require a joint analysis combining up and down going neu-543

trinos. For neutrinos produced in accelarating sources there are two models544

which are commonly cited and predict event rates which could be detected545

in next few years. Regarding exotic mechanisms, top-down necklaces will be546

within sensitivity range in the short term while Z-Burst models are already547

strongly disfavoured.548
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CONCLUSIONS

The Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to UHE neutrinos :
- atmospheric interactions (all flavours)

- earth skimming (tau flavour)

Simple criteria allow us to reject both the accidental and physical backgrounds 
without losing too much efficiency for neutrinos

(still room for refinements of criteria and extension of acceptance)

Some top-down predictions disfavoured

Approaching the «GZK-predicitons»

P. Billoir, Auger Collaboration

TAUP2009 27

 summary and perspectives

•   the Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to UHE neutrinos

     - atmospheric interactions (all flavours)

     - earth skimming (!" # "  in earth + decay of  "  in air)

•   real data are clean (or easy to clean up)

•  some top-down predictions may be disfavoured (confirmation of

previous result on UHE photon flux)

•  we approach to GZK predictions: UHE neutrino discovery or

constraining upper bounds expected within a few years

more details on !
"
 analysis in Phys. Rev. D79 (2009) 102001

•   horizontal showers: simple criteria allow to reject both the accidental and the

physical  background without losing much efficiency for neutrinos

     still room for refinement of criteria and extension of acceptance

    (e.g. fluorescence data)

18
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Fisher  discriminant  method

7 Standard procedure to separate two classes of events: In our case hadronic HAS & simulated neutrinos.

7 The goal is to find the projection axis on wich the two classes of events are better separated.

Toy example in 2D

)(!)(!

FF
R

2

FHAS
2

F

2

"HAS

var2

F = a1·var1 +a2·var2

var1

Neutrinos

HAS

!"#$%&'#'("#)*+,-".'"/#

0"%&12#,3#456#%&/#&"7'+8&,1#

far from each other

The goal is to determine ai so as to maximize 
the separation between the event classes.

Maximize R  

Only the means and covariances 

for all variables of the two 

classes are needed to build R
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